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Promises 
 

In our coaching together we are taking your dreams and making them happen in physical 
reality by taking authentic actions. An authentic action is the fulfillment of a promise. A 
promise is your word, your pledge that something will happen in physical reality. Promises 
need not be big. In fact, your coach may support you in making small promises that you keep 
with clarity, focus, ease, and grace. However, promises, no matter what their size, are powerful 
and move you forward and ever closer to your goals.  
 
Let us look at what it means to make a promise, keep a promise, and what happens when we 
(gasp!) don’t keep a promise… 
 
What is a Promise? 
A promise is your word that you will take action in physical reality. It says: “I guarantee this 
will be done.” When you set up a promise you create an energy imbalance. Example: Let’s say 
you tell your best friend you’ll take him or her to dinner next Wednesday night as a birthday 
present. That creates a tension, the expectation of something yet to be done. It’s like a rubber 
band being stretched… a tension is created. When you put your word out before you, you create 
a gap that can only be closed when you do what you said you would do. Once you are at dinner 
on Wednesday with your friend the tension resolves and the energy field is balanced. The 
rubber band is back to normal. Stretching and letting it release is like exercise.  Stretching and 
not releasing creates stress. Notice that when we produce a gap we are pulled forward to close 
it by the tension created.  
 
What is the effect of not keeping our promises? 
When we don’t do what we said we would do, we’re left with the tension of incompletion… a 
stretched rubber band that is not released. Unfulfilled promises are energy drains because we 
expend more energy keeping a gap open than we do when we resolve it. You become physically, 
emotionally, and spiritually tired. Each unfulfilled promise draws energy to it and makes it 
more difficult to move ahead. It does not matter with whom you made your promise… not 
keeping your word is what creates the energy drain. 
 
Once you have discerned your authentic actions, you make a promise by when they will be 
complete. Completing them closes the gap and resolves the tension. The bridge between you 
and your goals and dreams are the promises you keep. Unfinished business weighs you down. 
But keep your word on your authentic actions and you gain the energy to bring your dreams 
into physical reality! 
 

Reflection: 
What do you see about keeping and not keeping promises? 


